Education is Life

Skill is Livelihood

Amazing Aspiration for
Education
Drop one, Drop one, day by day makes an amount
and builds up children dream. Money is essential
for education, education is essential for life no
doubt about it but what way? Bangladesh is a one
of the developing country in the world. Most of
the people live on under the poverty line a large
proportion of them are in Dhaka urban slums. The
Primary level education in Bangladesh is free for
all school age children; our country has made
remarkable progress in primary education over
last few years. There are more than 18 million
children of primary school age (6-10 years) in
Bangladesh out of a total population of 137
million. Almost half of them are girls. Gross
enrolment has increased to 97.5 per cent,
whereas net enrolment is 82 per cent, and there
are equal numbers of boys and girls in primary
education. (UNICEF)

Children are Displaying their Education Bank
ensuring educational dream

One third of children drop out before they have completed five years of primary education But many of
reason most of slum children do not attend school. The slums parents have no aware about important
of education and no extra savings money for children education or they have no interest exchange for
education. Most of the children always wanted to go to school but never had the chance to attend one.
In our country, hundreds of thousands of children like are struggle for survival every day. There is an
insurmountable battle – one that is waged from the very day they are born. Is there really nothing we
can do to change this situation?
SOHAY a non government organization working with the slum children from last 6 years through primary
education and improving their basic health. In the part of this activities SOHAY improving friendly
educational environment and organize group educational system in slum area under UDC (Urban
Development Centre). SOHAY motivated children & their parents about important of education through
different picture show (Picture slide of module). SOHAY also motivated children & their parents for
savings through education. Actually main theme of the savings is education, children buy a mud bank
and drop money all year, after ending the year they broken their bank and exchange money for their
education. Children save money from their extra food like chocolate, ice cream e.g.: The facilitator of
UDC monitoring this savings process and insure exchange money for education. Roton ,Jamal ,Munni
and all of primary students of SOHAY savings money for their education and look bright opportunity.
This savings method is fundamental helpful and innovative for child education. We want this practice
establish all over the country.
If you want to see this story please come on SOHAY, UDC (Urban Development Centre). We are looking
for your approaching.
SOHAY, 280 Khas Villa, Dhakkin Khan,Uttra, Dhaka-1230
sohayme@yahoo.com

